ABSTRACT

Human Vision is an incredible process of identifying different objects. We can differentiate the objects with the help of the vision Object Dimensions Measurement program used to measure the dimensions of objects. Which helps in the automation, capturing, and identification of a particular instance of the object. These days, real-time object detection and dimensioning of objects are essential issues in many areas of industry. This is a necessary topic for computer vision problems. There is a need for an enhanced technique for detecting objects and computing their measurements in real-time from pictures. For this, we will take the reference as the a4 sheet. After that, the dimensions of the object are measured. In real-time two different objects or states could help fill in and differentiate the different objects in actuality. We'll refer to this part of the architecture as the important network, which is normally pre-trained as an image classifier to know how to extract features from an image more cheaply. This is an outcome of the fact that data for image classification is easier (and thus cheaper) to label as it only requires a single label as opposed to defining bounding box annotations for each image. Thus, we can train on an extensive labeled dataset (such as ImageNet) in order to learn good feature representations.
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INTRODUCTION

This project is titled “Image Shape Prediction and detection”. The traditional way of finding the object's dimension and finding its shape[8] is a time taking process and two different processes, it is not accurate and the output will not be saved. This will be automated using python and its libraries like OpenCV and Numpy and return the output to the user in the audio or text format.

This project has been developed to identify the image and its dimension in the image and also helps to return the desired output that the user requested like audio and text. previously the process of predicting the image and its dimension was a time taking process and not accurate and it doesn't get saved. This project helps to develop a solution in an accurate manner and also gives the output in the desired format.

Our project's main feature is to predict an object's shape and detect its dimension. Our project gives accurate results of object dimension detection and also will predict objects. These two tasks are done in a single process and save the output and also give the output in audio or text format according to the user requirement Image data can generally be described through two dimensions (rows and columns), with a possible additional shaping. However, sometimes further dimensions are required for more accurate and detailed image analysis in specific applications and domains.

For example, you may want to study a three-dimensional (3D) volume, measuring the distance between two parts or modeling [5] how that 3D volume changes over time (the fourth dimension). In these instances, you need more than two dimensions to make sense of what you are seeing.

This also includes multiple identifications of the images in the taken surface of the area. By this, we can differentiate objects into primary and secondary objects which gives importance to the main object for the primary analysis of the data taken from the COCO dataset[8], but all the images in the input are to be included in the taken data set for the purpose of identification.

The output is also formatted into different types for the sake of different users and their point of the outcome at the time of usage, mainly the output is formatted into text, audio, and more for the point of usage and the end user can have his outcome of data in well-designed page to avoid confusion among the data and to store the particular data[8].

Multidimensional image processing gives you the flexibility to perform functions for traditional two-dimensional filtering in scientific applications[10].
LITERATURE SURVEY

Dr. Piyush Pratap Singh et al. have researched OpenCV which provides a common infrastructure for computer vision applications, accelerates and their applications the use of machine perception in commercial products. It is a Python library that gives you access for performing image processing and computer vision duties in various phases. It provides a wide range of features, including object detection, face recognition, and tracing. It helps us in comprising integers that represent the pixels and intensity- hence, by indexing and slicing portions of the NumPy array, we are essentially isolating specific pixels thereby isolating specific parts of the image itself, thus allowing us to effectively

Charles R. Harris et al. have researched NumPy and Array programming which provides an expressive syntax for accessing, manipulating, and operating on data in vectors, matrices, and higher-dimensional arrays and helps to find out the side lengths and their corners. It is the primary array programming library for the Python language and its projects. It plays an essential role in research analysis pipelines in fields as diverse as material science, engineering, finance, and economics. Here we show how a few fundamental array concepts lead to a simple and powerful programming paradigm for organizing and analyzing scientific data. It is the foundation upon which the entire scientific Python universe is constructed. It is so ubiquitous that several projects, targeting audiences with specialized needs, have developed their own interfaces and array objects. Because of its central position in the ecosystem, it increasingly plays the role of an interoperability layer between these new array computation libraries.

Rohith Dwived et al. researched Pycharm an open source that is very helpful for accessing all the libraries is a very popular python IDE, a cross-platform IDE that JetBrains developed to use for python development. These days I believe that python is the best language for building software applications by writing clean and readable code. Python is the adored language by many, especially people working in Data Science and Machine Learning. The convenience of IDE is to empower a user to work with a different database without integration with other tools. Pycharm also authorizes you to erect HTML, CSS, and Javascript files. Also, users can customize their interface of the IDE.

Xingkui Zhu et al. has researched the YOLOv5 which had been used by us for the compound-scaled object detection models trained on the COCO dataset and includes simple functionality for Test Time Augmentation (TTA), and export to ONNX, and TFLite. With the help of the paper, we detect the unknown object from the data set. Object detection on scenarios is a recent popular task. As they always navigate in different altitudes, the object scale varies violently, which burdens the optimization of networks. Moreover, high-speed and low-altitude flight bring in the motion blur on the densely packed objects, which leads to a great challenge of object
To solve the two issues mentioned above, he proposes TPH-YOLOv5. Based on YOLOv5, they add one more prediction head to detect different-scale objects to be in a particular manner. Then we replace the original prediction heads with Transformer Prediction Heads (TPH) to explore the prediction potential with the self-attention mechanism. We also integrate the convolutional block attention model (CBAM) to find attention regions in scenarios with dense objects. To achieve more improvement of our preferred TPH-YOLOv5, we come up with bags of useful strategies such as data augmentation, multiscale testing, multi-model integration, and making use of extra classifier.

A. Karmel et.al researched the GTTs used for the conversion of the final output in our project from text to images or audio or vice-versa. He addresses the problems faced by differently-abled people such as visually, audibly, and vocally challenged, through a single device is a tough job. Much research has been done on each problem and solutions have been proposed separately. All of them are not proposed together in a singular way. The sight of the project is to create a single dev

**PROPOSED METHODOLOGY**

We are proposing object identification software from an image. In an image, there are many objects. This software measures the different areas and dimensions of different objects in the image. It finds the points at the edge and gives its shape as an output. it also gives the details with reference to the given data source.

After taking the input, the image gets blurred, and later it gets converted into the BGR colors to grey so all the objects in the image are converted into black and white.

After converting the real task is to convert the border of an object by giving values using a trackbar that is adjustable to get or to convert the image into a completely black and white thus it can only visible the edges and borders or any directions, then later it gets to filters and finally, we get to see the modified image, form than counters get calculated that will be used to find the area and the length and width and all the other functions including the identification take place, form then it will give us the output in the desired format.
REQUIRED COMPONENTS

The following are the required components:

1.1 Python(>3.2)

   Python is required for running the python script in the system it helps to compile and do the specific task in the specific pattern

1.2 Object Detection

   These packages are used to detect the objects in an image used in python

1.3 Opencv-python

   This package is used to find the objects in images that are having different areas, It uses the counters and borderlines to specify the objects and helps to show the location and detection of an object

1.4 gTTS

   This package is used to convert the text format to the audition format as an output.

1.5 OS

   The os module in this python model uses the system operating system-dependent functionality such as opening an audio file, running a program without any user interaction, and many more system-dependent operations.

1.6 COCO dataset

   This is data collection used to detect objects on a large scale which helps in our identification process. It consists of several features like Segregation, Recognition of the objects in a huge set of data.
RESULTS

The images of the developed model are shown below:

1. SCREENSHOTS

1.1 IMAGE SELECTION:

This image shows the way an image uploading and selected by the user for finding its dimension, and shape, by selecting the image from the file saved in the user's machine or dropbox. So the system can identify its information.
1.2 IMAGE DIFFERENTIATION:
This image identifies the surfaces present in the image uploaded by the user and reads the image for dimension detection and identifying the corners and edges of the image which help to find the shape, and area of the image taken by the user and removes the unwanted surfaces in the uploaded image.

1.3 IMAGE ANALYSIS
This image detects the corners of the taken object and makes its outline compute its dimension and predicts the shape of the object which we compare in our data set to identify the accurate object by analyzing both the data set and image processing.
1.4 OUTPUT:

This screenshot shows the dimensions, shape, area, and corners present in the taken object which gives complete information about the image uploaded by the user.

1.5 OUTPUT FORMAT:

This project gives the scope of formatting the output which helps the user to identify the object and its characteristics in the audio and text format based on the user's desire.
CONCLUSION

This project focuses on the size detection of an unspecified object, predicts its dimensions, and evaluates its schema accurately.

This also helps in the shape identification of unknown objects which might be hazardous or virulent objects. The accurate size evolution helps in finding the perfect shape and helps in its algebra which helps in predicting the object.

The COCO data set taken in this project helps to analyze the data from a large collection of data to improve the accuracy of the output.

gTTS gives us the audio output so disabled people can predict the object's shape prediction and detect that image successfully.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS:

This project can be used to detect an object and its dimension, so we can develop a device that can continuously take the reference from the real world and analyze it, which can generate the output in a format that consumes less time.
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